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Abstract- Network Security is always foremost and big issue in wired and wireless network. Wireless network, whether it is infrastructure mode or mobile adhoc mode, breaks the barriers of wired network and are easily accessible to everyone but everything is at a cost, the cost is in the form of increased susceptibilities and vulnerabilities of network. Packet delay is a result of poor utilization of network capacity when it is integrated with routing algorithms. Routing protocol contains very serious security issues in adhoc network. The code of AODV and DSDV are having such issues and new protocol are extended in the form of SEAD, SEAR and SAODV. This paper analyses the ways the security is breached by the hackers who emerge as malicious node in Infrastructure as well as in adhoc mode of network. The handiwork is prepared by way of Developing experimental Testbed and simulation in NS2 then proper measure are proposed in order to overcome all the problems.

Index Terms- Wireless Network, MAC, Intrusion Detection Systems and malicious node.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks are convenient, but it is dangerous if they do not employ latest methods of network security because the network's signal go beyond the boundaries of home and organization. If one connects to a network which is vulnerable, it is possible that any malicious node can easily steal everything and it can do that what one do on his/her device[55]. The nodes, nearby of such network might be able to access the information stored on authorized nodes and can use Internet connection to log on the web. Malicious node can impersonate the source node by forging RREQ message and Destination node can be impersonated by forging a RREP with its address as destination address. Malicious node can become a black hole to the entire sub network.IEEE 802.11i and 802.11-2007 provides RSNA methods for security of wireless network. WECA, the alliance for Wi-Fi devices provides WPA2 modes of security. These Standards for wireless network classifies security algorithms into: RSNA and Pre-RSNA. Pre-RSNA algorithms are the algorithms used before RSNA. Pre-RSNA security comprises the algorithms; WEP and IEEE 802.11 entity authentication. RSNA security comprises the algorithms like TKIP, CCMP, RSNA establishment and termination procedures, including use of IEEE 802.1X authentication, key management procedures and providing mechanisms for protecting management frames[61]. This paper discloses the main point of vulnerability of Pre-RSNA, RSNA and WPA2 Method by developing experimental testbeds and simulation in NS2 and provide its countermeasures.

II. BACKGROUND

Primary factors for security in a wireless environment are [55-61] : 1. Theft: Unauthorized users often try stealing data. 2. Access Control : Wireless networks have all the same access control vulnerabilities as wired networks; even it can be easily targeted. 3. Authentication: Unauthorized users can also log onto them illegally. 4. Encryption: Wireless routers support medium and strong levels of encryption 5. Protection : The best protection is to become familiar with WLAN and wireless router. Routing protocol issues: Black Hole Attack is attack at network integrity where full data loss happens. Message integrity, where the destination node is able to verify that the contents of message are not altered by malicious node. Node is understood selfish when it ignores requests from other nodes in order to save its own resources, it is compromised if it is insider and behaves maliciously. The Node becomes malicious node if it is attacker and cannot be authenticated itself as a legitimate node due to the lack of valid cryptographic information. AODV is extended to secure AODV for providing security features like integrity, authentication and non-repudiation[49]. Both the IEEE and WECA provide standard for WLAN in order to secure and reliable communication. WPA-2 is the Standard developed by WECA compatible with IEEE security mechanism. An Intruder has several ways to attack on a wireless network. The easiest method of attack is MAC spoofing by which malicious node can impersonate as an authorized wireless access point or as an authorized client. Security measure MAC filtering results in vulnerability of MAC spoofing such as [63]

1. MAC spoofing can be done to get access of wireless network.
2. MAC spoofing can be result in illegitimate use of Wireless Network for any kind of crime.
3. Internet Service Provider bind their services to a specific MAC address, unauthorized node may access of the service by using MAC address of authorised user.
4. Some software licences are based on MAC address, one malicious node uses it as authentic user.

Some solutions are there to solve the problem of MAC spoofing:
1. OS can check the MAC address entries and delete it automatically if there is some change in it.
2. MAC address at ARP can be compared with that of MAC address through OS whenever packets arrive to it
3. MAC address are stored in OS and received from OS, it can be checked directly from NIC.
4. Association of MAC address with IP address can solve the problem.
5. Encryption of the communication between the wireless PC and access point can also be used as a solution to the problem.

Various papers have been published showing how to crack WEP, this is very simple procedure and one need only a Bootable DVD of Backtrack which contains various utilities used for cracking. Aircrack is the most popular tool for this purpose which is used to attack WEP and WPA encryption[57].

WPA uses TKIP for security, which stands for Temporal Key Integrity Protocol. In the TKIP mode, the encryption keys are changed at set intervals. WPA2 can also be used for wireless encryption and is known as 802.11i standard/AES. The Problem by using WPA2 is that all the device on network must use WPA2 or compatible. If any of the device on the network that only supports WPA, this device will not be able to join the network unless router supports WPA/WPA2 mixed mode. Also WPA2 and advanced encryption such as CCMP-AES is understood secure way for home and small offices but the problem is that many AP still in use are good enough for security purposes but they are lacking Wireless-N or other advanced encryption of WPA2.

III. TOOLS AND METHODS

Testbed
A typical scenario of WLAN is developed in which different nodes are connected through an access points in order to test the pre-RSNA and RSNA Methods of Security. The developed scenario has a server with internet facility, the server is connected with various access points at different wings and these access points are accessed, as and when required, by various moving / stationery nodes. The equipments used for this scenario is fully compatible with IEEE and WPA2 standards and methods.

Tools
A free open source Angry IP scanner tool scans the WLAN network and shows dead and alive nodes with their MAC Address that means providing various information of node(s) to the malicious node(attacker) that may result in MAC address spoofing and in turn breaching the security.

Advanced ip scanner has also been used and they provide more advanced features which on the one hand are very useful for the Tester for WLAN networks but provides handy information to hackers.

![Figure2 : Advanced IP Scanner](image)

Simulation
NS-2.35 is used for simulations which consist of the collection of network protocols to simulate many of the existing network topologies[29]. But NS-2.35 contains wireless ad-hoc routing protocols, it does not have any modules to simulate malicious node so a Black Hole patch is used to show one of serious security issue of routing Protocol. In black hole attack a malicious node waits RREQ messages[31]. When it receives an RREQ message, without checking its routing table, immediately sends a false RREP message to destination to itself, assigning a high sequence number before other nodes send a true one. So requesting nodes assume that route discovery process is completed and ignore other RREP messages and begin to send packets over malicious node. The typical scenario of simulation is as follows :

![Figure3 : Typical Scenario of NS2](image)

Adding Patch in NS2 : NS2 provides limited functionality so patch is required for performing and simulation of suggested changes. The necessary changes or changes through patches are added through as per the following procedure:[49]

Patch -p1 -t1 <bh.patch
./configure
make clean
make
make install
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Malicious node for Infrastructure mode: The Test Result for MAC Spoofing is clear where malicious node can easily change the MAC address as desired through all the following ways:
1. One can change the MAC address through device manager of the System.
2. One can also change the MAC address through editing the Registry of the System. The Method is shown through the following picture:
3. The MAC address can be changed through the MAC address Changer such as TMAC and SMAC software. The Changed MAC address has been shown through the following picture.

The Changed MAC address of malicious node is not traceable by other node or server. Wireless network catches the fake address of the malicious unauthorized node as the authorized legitimate user. The following result captured through authorized node points out the same.

It was implemented that Step by Step procedure with Bootable DVD of Backtrack easily find out the Wep key. Security by WPA2 needs latest software and hardware. Latest web browser capabilities and OS firewall Competence with these advanced modes of RSNA methods has also been taken into account in order to develop secure network model. It was learnt through tests that one can minimize the Phishing attack through browser capabilities. Software/Hardware Firewall is also one of the best solutions to protect the network from various attacks. A typical hardware firewall has different solution to the network security issues. But the System needs an efficient system administrator to install the same and to optimum use of its all facilities which can be affordable for mid-level organization. Small and Home Office can rely on software firewall which comes as a free utility of OS or browser.

Malicious node in the adhoc mode of Network:
When the malicious node is not in the network, data are as usual sent and received. But as malicious node join the network, it receiving the data packets to drop and data received and ratio value becomes 0. The results are as follows: cbr s:1238 r:1238, r/s Ratio:1.0000, f:2478 – without Blackhole attack and cbr s:1238 r:0, r/s Ratio:0.0000, f:2478 – with black hole.
Table 1: Showing RREP Message of Nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BH</th>
<th>BH</th>
<th>BH</th>
<th>WBH</th>
<th>WBH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.007371858</td>
<td>1.007371858</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.007372152</td>
<td>1.007372152</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
<td>1.012751243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

WLAN Security threats as pointed out can be addressed for Small office and Home office through economical methods such as by making OS to be dynamic, MAC address at ARP can be compared with that of MAC address taken through OS, MAC addresses can be checked directly from NIC. Association of MAC address with IP address can solve the problem and also encryption of the communication between the wireless PC and access point can also be used as a solution to the problem. Latest hardware and software can also help in achieving the better security. Hardware security modules can be used for big and military organization. Packet drop problem is sorted out by using SAODV algorithm instead of AODV protocol. Authentication and integrity in SAODV are achieved using digital signatures and message authentication codes. But all such security measure affects the speed, throughput, delay and other performance parameters and how much they affects the performance of the network, this may be known by developing performance model for performance evaluation as their future work for the researchers.
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